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Recommendations from the EAU UTUC Guidelines Panel applicable during the COVID-19 pandemic 
 

Diagnosis 
Priority category Low Priority Intermediate Priority High priority Emergency 
Definition Clinical harm (progression, 

metastasis) very unlikely if 
postponed 6 months  

Clinical harm (progression, 
metastasis) possible if postponed 
3-4 months but unlikely  

Clinical harm (progression, 
metastasis, anaemia related 
problems) and (cancer 
related) deaths very likely if 
postponed > 6 weeks  

Life-threatening situation or 
opioid-dependent pain 

Level of evidence 3 1 1 3 

COVID-
recommendation 

Defer by 6 months Diagnose before end of 3 months Diagnose within < 6 weeks Diagnose within < 24 h 

   In confirmed UTUC perform a 
urethrocystoscopy to rule out 
bladder tumour**  

 Use diagnostic ureteroscopy 
and biopsy if imaging and 
cytology are not sufficient for 
the diagnosis and/or risk-
stratification of the tumour* 

 Perform a computed 
tomography (CT) 
urography 

 Consider not using 
diagnostic URS for 
unequivocal lesions 
suggestive of high-risk 
UTUC*** 

Perform CT-urography in 
patients with visible 
(macroscopic) haematuria, 
associated with clot 
retention and drop in 
haemoglobin 
 

*      Consider to rely on imaging / cytology for risk stratification.  
**    May be temporarily postponed to the post-operative course. 
*** The definitions of low- and high-risk UTUC may be found in the extended text of guidelines. 

Treatment 
Priority category Low Priority Intermediate Priority High priority Emergency 

Definition Clinical harm (progression, 
metastasis) very unlikely if 
postponed 6 months 

Clinical harm (progression, 
metastasis) possible if postponed 
3-4 months but unlikely 

Clinical harm (progression, 
metastasis, anaemia related 
complications) and (cancer 
related) deaths very likely if 
postponed > 6 weeks 

Life-threatening situation or 
opioid-dependent pain 

Level of evidence 1 3 3 3 

COVID- Defer by 6 months Treat before end of 3 months Treat within < 6 weeks Treat within < 24 h 



 

UTUC 

 

 

recommendation 

  Offer peri-operative 
chemotherapy to patients 
with muscle-invasive UTUC* 

 Deliver a post-operative 
bladder instillation of 
chemotherapy to lower the 
intravesical recurrence 
rate** 

Offer kidney-sparing 
management as primary 
treatment option to patients with 
low-risk tumours*** 
 
In metastatic disease: 

 Use cisplatin-containing 
combination chemotherapy 
with GC, MVAC, preferably 
with G-CSF, HD-MVAC with G-
CSF or PCG**** 

 First-line treatment in 
patients unfit for cisplatin 
***** 

 Offer checkpoint inhibitors 
pembrolizumab or 
atezolizumab depending on 
PD-L1 status 

Perform radical 
nephroureterectomy (RNU) in 
patients with high-risk non-
metastatic UTUC****** 
 

 Perform a template-based 
lymphadenectomy in 
patients with muscle-
invasive UTUC 

 Remove the bladder cuff in 
its entirety 

 Offer kidney-sparing 
management to patients 
with solitary kidney and/or 
impaired renal function, 
providing that it will not 
compromise survival. This 
decision will have to be 
made on a case-by-case 
basis with the patient 

 Perform radical 
nephroureterectomy as a 
palliative treatment to 
symptomatic patients (i.e. 
haematuria – clots) with 
resectable locally advanced 
tumours in patients with 
muscle-invasive 
UTUC******* 

 
Metastatic disease: 

 Excruciating pain 

 Spinal compression 

 Brain metastasis and other 
neurological loss of function 

 

*   Peri-operative chemotherapy must be discussed with the potential severe COVID-19 infection in case of neutropenia. 
**  Dependent on the individual local situation and burden of the health care system, may be avoided (cystoscopy at 3-4 months is necessary in 

this case). Postponement for more than 6 weeks makes no sense. 
***   May be temporarily postponed (up to 3 months). 
****   Choose combination cisplatin-gemcitabine + G-CSF (over MVAC). 
*****   The impact of checkpoint inhibitors on COVID-19 outcome is unknown to date. Postpone the treatment for few weeks, whenever possible. 
******                 The definitions of low- and high-risk UTUC may be found in the extended text of guidelines. 
*******  Priority should be based on the type of symptoms to palliate (in case of pain, non-surgical alternative should be prioritised). 

Follow-up 

Priority category Low Priority Intermediate Priority High priority Emergency 



 

UTUC 

 

 

Definition Clinical harm (progression, 
metastasis, loss of renal 
function) very unlikely if 
postponed 6 months 

Clinical harm (progression, 
metastasis, loss of renal function) 
possible if postponed 3-4 months 
but unlikely 

Clinical harm (progression, 
metastasis, anaemia related 
complications) and (cancer 
related) deaths very likely if 
postponed > 6 weeks 

Life-threatening situation or 
opioid-dependent pain 

Level of evidence 3 3 3 3 
COVID-
recommendation 

Defer by 6 months Defer by 3 months Follow-up < 6 weeks Follow-up within < 24 h 

 After radical 
nephroureterectomy: 
perform cystoscopy and urinary 
cytology at 6 months 
 
 

 After kidney-sparing 
management in low risk 
tumours tumour: perform 
cystoscopy, CT urography and 
ureteroscopy at 3 months 

 After radical 
nephroureterectomy: 
perform computed 
tomography (CT) urography 
and chest CT at 3 months 

 After kidney-sparing 
management in high-risk 
tumours tumour: perform 
cystoscopy, urinary cytology, 
CT urography, chest CT and 
ureteroscopy at 3 months. 

Any UTUC on systemic 
treatment. Follow up 
should be based on CT 
urography, cystoscopy and 
cytology 

Control of treatment for 
pain, spinal cord compression 
and haematuria 

Abbreviations 

CT = computed tomography; GC = gemcitabine plus cisplatin; G-CSF = granulocyte colony-stimulating factor; HD-MVAC = high-dose methotrexate, vinblastine, 
adriamycin plus cisplatin; PD-L1 = programmed death ligand 1; PCG = paclitaxel, cisplatin, gemcitabine; UTUC = upper tract urothelial cell carcinoma. 

 

 
 


